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College ponders change 
in grading system 
Students not taken by prospect of getting "8+" or "A·" instead of "A" 
PATRICIA OROZCO 
Staff Writer 
There is a possibi lity that Columbia's grading methods 
may change . Columbia's Academic Affairs Committee 
has beg un discussing the possible use of pluses and 
minuses for final semester grades. 
Theater Department and Academic Affai rs Committee 
Chai r Sheldon Patinkin said this is the first time this 
idea has been addressed to the committee. 
"Absolutely no decisions have been made," said 
Columbia's Associate Academic Dean Avis Moeller. 
" It's at the very very, early early stages," she said. 
The idea was proposed by one of the Engli sh 
Department's faculty members who feels that using 
pluses and minuses towards fina l g rades wi ll greatly 
help students figure out exactly where they stand when 
it comes to final g rades. The idea proposes that grades 
li ke A+ , A-, or B+, B- be used to grade student perfor-
mance. 
Je ff Schiff. who introduced the idea to the comm ittee 
said it wouldn't be fai r for a student who's try ing hard~r 
than another to sti ll receive the same grade as the stu-
dent who is barely slid ing by. SchilT provided three rea-
sons as to why he proposed this idea to the committee. 
"Accurate representation is a reason . Motivation is 
another reason. To many [instructors] it's an issue of 
grade in nat ion," SchilT said. "The nexibility to actuall y 
give a student a grade they dese rve is important. It will 
reward those who work harder." 
Even though SchilT sees this idea as useful , some stu-
dents don ' t find a need for the use of pluses and minus-
es in final grades. "I thin k [the committee] should just 
stay with what they have." said Beatriz Guevara. a 
Computer Graphics Design major. 
" Why even bother to use pluses and minuses'>'' 
Fashion Design major, Maricela Bautista, sa id. " It's 
good if you're on the borderline. but on the good grades 
I wouldn't want to have an A- orB- because it would 
just make me feel like it 's not good enough," she added. 
In order for the possibility of using pluses and minuses 
in grad ing to be considered by the College Council, the 
Academic Affairs Committee must first reach a deci -
s ion. 
"[The committee] discusses the issue and passes the 
recommendation to the College Council. The College 
Council then votes on the recommendat ion." SchilT 
said. 
SchilT further stated that s ince the idea has barely 
been discussed, it is too early to have a definite 
response as to what decis ion may be reached. The com-
mittee has not asked the majority of instructors for their 
input yet. 
Real-life angel makes college 
dream come true for freshman 
DANtELLE H A A S 
Staff Writer 
Columbia, a resident of the dorm and a Music 
Management maj or. 
Nineteen o f the orig inal 23 firs t graders made it to co l-
lege, courtesy of Brown's generosity, and Toney is one 
When Columbia freshman Je fTrey Toney, sat in his first of them. 
grade class staring blankly at Mrs. Oral Lee Brown, he Toney is s till asto unded that he is here today. " I am so 
was too young to understand that t;;;;;;=o=,-:,-...,.,-,--- - ---,,.--, happy 1 can ' t even talk about it in 
she intended to make good on her words. J love her li ke she's my 
promise o f giving him a college mom. It's like she's an angel. 
education. She just new in, said she was 
Toney was in first grade at go ing to watch over us and she 
Brookfield Elementary in Oakland, has." 
Calif. when he first met Ora l Lee Toney 's not the only one who 
Brown, a real estate agent and wid- believes Brown is an angel. 
owed mother of two. She had Brown was recently awarded the 
walked into Brookfie ld Elementary John Stanford Education Hero 
with the intent of putting a group of award. It is in commemorat ion 
first-grade students through college, of her d ifference in the education 
under the pretense that they make it of children. 
to that point. It's hard to believe when Brown 
Yolanda Peeks. principal o f started her journey, she was told 
Brookfield at the time, remembers time and time again that it was an 
her shock at hearing Brown's pro- uphill battle. 
posal. " I almost fell through the "You can't change the world," 
noor.'' she said. sa id one colleague. She ne ver 
Toney remembers, "A lady came believed any of it. 
into the class and she gave all the L--- ------------_j " When God is with you, no one 
students Christmas gifis, and I remember her saying she can stop you," said Brown. 
would be a part of our life and I didn 't know what she Brown not only promised to help them extend their 
was talking about." education afier graduation from high school, but she 
Now Toney knows what Brown was talking about. helped them enrich their experience also. 
Twelve years later, he is now in his freshman year at 
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K IMBERLY B REHM & V A L E R I E D A NNER 
Campus Editor & Copy Editor 
A panel of some of Chicago's most successful jou r-
nalists spoke be fore students last Thursday to offer both 
words of wisdom and encouragement to those aspiring 
to become journalists in the next century. 
The panel discussion was a part of Columbia 's week-
long celebration of creative nonfiction. It was moderat-
ed by the Journalism Department 's Artist- in-Residence 
Clare La Plante and Barry Rice. the director of the mag-
azine program. 
Others who participated in the panel discussion were 
Ted Al len, a Chicago-based contributor to !::squire; 
Rosalind Cummings-Yeates, a freelance-journalist and 
part time faculty member at Columbia; Shane DuBow 
whose work has appeared in Harper~-. Playboy. and 
GQ; Jonathan Eig, execut ive editor at Chicago maga-
zine; Ted Fishman, a contributing ed itor to 1/arper s 
and Worth; Mary Schmich, a columnist at the Chicago 
Tribune: and Alison True, the editor of the Chicago 
Reader. 
"This is a wonderful group of Chicago writer> that gu 
beyond the five W's g reat storytellers reaching a high-
er form of truth ," Rice said. "Their voices come 
through in thei r stories. They write with sty le, nair and 
unusual formats- not the inverted pyramid." 
These journalists are known for thei r literary journal-
ism sty le and were asked to explain what it is all about. 
" I grew up reading nove ls, not newspapers . That's my 
motto for writing literary journalism," Schmich said. 
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Students unveil 
their talents at 
the Hot House 
CEL.INA SUMNER 
Staf!W~iter 
The South Loop Review celebrated the release of ils lhird annual 
issue with live readings and free food on Wednesday, Dec. I at the 
Hot House, Chicago 's premiere world music club. The event, 
which was free and open to the pub lic, was sponsored by the 
English Depanment. 
According to Rose Blouin, who teaches the South Loop Review 
Copy Edi ting course at Columbia, the South Loop Review is a col-
leclion of the best student-generated work in courses including 
Composition, Creative Non-Fiction , Literature and Professional 
Writing. The anthology was staned by the facu lty and the English 
Department because there was a lot or engaging non-ficl ion work 
coming out of 1hcse courses. 
"All o r us are really proud lhat thi s is already the third issue," said 
Blouin." We jusl wanted to create a vehicle that wou ld get stu-
dents' work published." She also explai ned that all of the writing, 
edi ti ng and even the cover art was selected from Columbia stu-
dents, so students can get hands-on publishing experience. 
The cover art features sludent Leah Stricklen's photo of a man in 
a doorway, holding a burning cigarette. The photo told a story 
withi n ilself. 
Katherine Raz was one of the students who read her piece, 
" Ri vers," wh ich eloquently told about the intricate patterns of life . 
Raz exp lai ned a t the reading that she wrote thi s piece in her first 
year at Columbia. " I came from high school to Chicago; I was a 
little lreakcd out," said Raz. ''[Rivers] is something I wrote when I 
was stil l a ki d." 
One of I he most emotional aspects o f the even ing came from stu-
den I reader, Chrisli na Raguso, who broke down wh ile reading her 
piece, "Momma Whispers." Many members of the audience were 
also in tears during Raguso's touching reco ll ection o f her dying 
father. 
Panel 
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE 
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Students read their work from the "South Loop 
Review" at the Hot House on Dec. 1. 
Faculty advisor Tom Nawrocki explaineu I hat this was a j oint 
eflon of the Journalism, Engli sh, and Fiction Writing Departments 
and fe lt that this issue was the best and has the potential to uu wdl 
in writing contests. 
The advisors are looking for a few good siUdents to pul the 2000 
edition of the "South Loop Review" togelher. The SLR Copy 
Editing course is offered in I he spring semester for Columbia stu· 
uents, and submission forms are available in lhe English 
Department. A ll work must be submitted as hard copy and on disk 
(IBM Format), and has to include a submission form. 
The deadline for the fourth issue is in February. A copy oflhe 
anthology is avai lable for $5.95. Any other in fo rmation can be 
obtained by contacting the English Department at (312) 344-8100. 
"Set scenes, usc notion of suspense how 
do you keep people wondering from begin-
ning to end?" 
The resl o f the panel seemed to agree lhat 
literary journal ism has s imiliar elements or 
fiction writing. 
subjccli ve. She says thai the main problem 
with I his brand of journal ism is lhat writers 
tend to put themselves in lhe slory too 
often. 
pie he gets to meet, but he also likes to see 
how far he can take his ideas. "I love 
playing with wo rds and push ing the enve-
lope as hard as I can and not being afraid 
to do so." 
" It 's the kind of lhing I like to read," 
Fishman said. "Good stories all have story 
elements with narrative art.>~ 
While many on lhe panel are magazine 
writers, most began their careers in news-
paper reporting. Most agreed that these 
two outlels or journalism are very different 
in both the ir content and their style. 
"Newspaper reporters are taught to be 
boring. You can stop at the jump and not 
miss anylh ing," Eig sa id. 
True added thai in the last 20-30 years, 
journalism has moved lo become more 
Angel 
CotlnNUED FROM FRONT PAGE 
" I'm frustrated by writers who interpret 
subjectivity to mean that lhey are the sub-
ject. It's not like a paper, you can't count 
on readers; you have to earn them," True 
said. 
There has to be moti vation behind this 
lype o f literary journalism. Nol everyone 
has the innale talent to produce stories that 
entice and move the reader. Whi le these 
writers' stories can be compared, their 
moti vations d iffer. 
For Cummings-Yeates it's about helping 
out the subjecl. " I enjoy telling a story for 
people who might be vo iceless." 
Allen not only is taken by the by the peo-
" I rea lize that there is power in having 
words to play with, which comes with a 
responsibi lity to somehow do some good 
wi th the work," Schmich said. 
These w riters assured students that break-
ing into thi s business is not as difficult as 
some fear. /\I I it takes is hard work, per-
sistence and creativity. And no, you don't 
need an agent to sell yourself·. 
And yes journal ism students, the writers 
agreed that thesis statements, correct gram-
mar and sentence structure really do mat-
ter. 
" I could nol keep up with the ways that she wa nted to work with 
I hem," Peeks sa id. Tutoring, donations of encyc lopedias, books, 
interacting w ith them, field trips, are all kinds of ways 10 keep 
them inspired and feeling positive aboul school." 
" I wanted to start over, a change from Oakland life, with new 
people and to explore. The description of the music classes drew 
me in. I didn't really know anything about the school. It was like 
stepping into a dark room." 
However, funding for the dream was harder lhen she thought. 
"There were limes when I ale beans," said Brown. She d id man-
age to save $10,000 a year to put into a trust fund. There is also an 
annual fundra iser w ilh help from the community. The current status 
of I he fund is $183,000. 
Growing up in Oak land was a rough li fe. Toney said the peer 
pressures and negaliv ity didn ' t help either. 
When Brown said the students could pick any co llege of their 
choice, Toney choose Columbia w ilh the help of one his teachers, a 
native Chicagoan. 
Brown has helped shed some light into that room. She and 
Toney talk at least once a week o n lhe phone. 
"! call her for advi ce; she helps me with any homework and prob-
lems I may have,"Toney said. " She poinls me in lhe right direc-
tion." 
This past year, Brown has been to eighl different high school 
graduations . " I cried until I didn't have any more tears." 
She plans to be there in four years when Toney, along with her 
other kids, graduate from college. " When my babies walk across 
that stage, then they can just lay me down and let me die." 
BRENN A MClAUGHL IN/CHRONICLE 
The Covenant Players perform at the Residence Center, Dec. 8. They play out skits 
which address "issues of our day." 
Get your general education here 
PAT RIC IA OROZCO 
Staff Writer 
In the midst of next semester's registration, some of 
Columbia's faculty searches for a way to convince their 
students to take general education courses at the college. 
"There has been some struggle to get studems to under-
stand how vastly different the courses are from those 
offered at a community college," sa id the English 
Department's Chairperson, Garnett Kilberg Cohen. 
"They don't know how vastly di ffe rent the courses are," 
she said. 
In a memo directed to Columbia's ful l-ti me faculty, 
lecturers and artists-in-resi-
dence, Cohen wrote: " It is 
sometimes difficult to con-
vince students to take their 
General Education courses at 
Columbia when they can 
take the same courses at 
local community co lleges for 
far less cost." 
Hernandez took a speech class at Harold Washington 
College, 30 E. Lake Street, over the summer. 
"The only thing that sucked was going to school every 
day. I 'm not used to going to school every day," 
Hernandez said. 
Cohen declared that the coursework and instruction 
offered at the colleges differs at Columbia. 
"General education courses are not the same as those 
offered in other institutions," said Cohen. He further 
stated that there is more than one difference between a 
community col lege and Columbia's English depart-
ment's general education courses. In fact, Cohen listed 
three reasons for tak ing general education courses at 
- --- ---, Columbia: a smaller class 
size, integration of the 
arts, and instruction. 
Charles Cannon, 
Columbia's Science and 
Math Department Chair, 
also assures that our math 
and sc ience courses are 
unique in compari son to 
those offered at communi-
ty colleges. 
The memo was sent in 
order to address statements 
that were "repeated by sev-
eral faculty members at the 
faculty retreat" this fall , 
which stated that many 
Columbia students do not 
see a difference from tak ing 
general education courses at 
a community college than at 
Columbia. 
According to the C ity 
Colleges of Chicago's pre-
sent rate, the cost of taking a 
course at one of these col-
Christine Ptacek gives a demonstration 
speech on wrapping holiday gifts, in one of 
Columbia's general education classes, "Basic 
Public Speaking." 
"Students who elect to 
take their general educa-
tion science and mathe-
matics courses at 
Columbia reap the benefit 
of those designed specially 
for arts, media, and the 
communications majors," 
Cannon said. "'All o f our 
courses are designed 
specifically for these stu-
dents," he said. 
leges is $47.50 per credit hour for In-District Chicago 
residents. The total cost would be $750 for 16 credit 
hours, which is considered full-time. The in-district 
tuit ion rate for Illinois residents would total about 
$2,245. The tuition charge for out-of-state students is 
$162.95 per credit hour in addition to the in-district 
tuition rate meaning that the total cost would be about 
$3,367. / 
The cost of this coming semester 's tuition at Columbia 
is $5,345. Each addit ional credit hour is $275. This past 
summer $258 per credit hour was charged. 
Marice \a Hernandez, a Columbia Fashion Management 
sophomore said she didn ' t see much difference in the 
level of difficulty in coursework offered at one of the 
city colleges of Chicago from that o ffered at Columbia. 
"It [the course] was the same. May be we just had dif-
ferent subjects to talk about," Hernandez said. 
Cannon, like Cohen, 
pointed out that Columbia's general education courses 
have a smaller class size, offer "integration of the arts in 
most offerings" and the course work is different. He pre-
sented examples of courses offered in the Math/Science 
Department such as acousti cs and electronics for Sound, 
Music, and Theatre majors, chem istry of art and color 
and chem istry of textil es and dyes for the Fashion 
Design major, and math for M arketing and Management 
majors. 
Even though Hernandez's teacher wa<:; an actor. and the 
class consisted of abou t 20 students, she said that she 
didn ' t not ice an integration o f the arts in any of the 
courscwork she was offered. She further said that cot~rs­
es at a community co llege are worth it for financial rea-
sons." l t 's worth it because it"s way cheaper." Hernandez 
said. 
Columbia 
Blues star is on his way 
Blues harmonica player Bi lly Branch will make a spe-
cial appearance at Columbia on Tuesday. Dec. 14. He 
has performed for First Lady Hillary Clinton. Branch will 
appear in room 627 in the Wabash building at 11 :30 
a.m .. 
"Lolita" author honored 
The Prop Theater group pays homc.ge to "Lolita" author 
Vladimir Nabokov with a performance at the Chicago 
Cultural Center on Thursday, Dec. 16. 
"Speak, Memory" is a chamber theater piece with 
music based on Nabokov's autobiography and explores 
his reflections on growing up during World War II. 
The performance is part of the Chicago Cultural 
Center's monthly "Literary Lounge" series. It is free and 
takes place at the Randolph Cafe at the Chicago 
Cultural Center. 77 E. Randolph St. at 6:30p.m .. 
A South African Journey for 
some of Columbia's Faculty 
Norma Green, a faculty member of the Journalism 
Department, is in Cape Town, South Africa to attend the 
third Parliament of the World's Religions. 
The parliament, a non-legislative assembly, is designed 
to create common ground among various religious tradi-
tions and faith groups and to help provide solutions to 
global concerns. 
Also attending are Dean of Students Jean Lightfoot, 
who performed Negro -~pirituals, and the Liberal 
Education Department's Brother Wayne Teasdale. who 
is also a Christian Sannyasi (lay monk). Teasdale is giv-
ing presentations on his new book. '"The Mystic Hean," 
which explores the possibility of a universal spirituality. 
Also attending the parliament is Columbia's Artist-in-
Residence and Pulitzer Prize winner John White. who is 
documenting the parliament with photographs. White 
has the daunting task of deciding what to cover among 
more than 70 sessions per day of the eight day confer-
ence. 
First held in Chicago in 1893 in conjunction with the 
Columbia World's Exposition, the parliament was recon-
vened on its cenntenial. This is the first time the parlia-
ment isn't meeting in a Chicago location. Instead. South 
Africa was chosen because it was considered a '"micro-
cosm of the world's aspirations" by conference planners. 
Who wants to be a winner of 
$500 for poems or fiction? 
Budding poets or short story writers have the chance to 
pick up $500 for their efforts, with HEArt Quarterly hav-
ing its second annual Poetry and Short Fiction Contest. 
Entries must be previously unpublished and address 
social issues, such as racial , sexual, gender and class 
discrimination. Up to three poems (five page maximum) 
or one short story of 7,000 words or fewer may be sub-
mitted. 
Entry costs $15, which includes a one-year subscription 
to HEArt Quarterly, and the winner will be published in 
the publication. Manuscripts cannot be returned. Mail 
entries to: HEArt Quarterly Contest, P.O. Box 81038, 
Pittsburgh. PA 15217. 
Last chance to meet 
Columbia College Black 
Journalists (CCBJ) in 1999 
The Columb1a College Black Journalists will have their 
last meet1ng in room 304 of the Wabash building on 
Wednesday, Dec. 15. 
The meeting Will center on the groups Y2K agenda and 
w1ll include guest speakers, fund raisers and career 
forums. The CCABJ IS open to any student Interested 111 
the media and d1vers1ty in the newsroom 
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Open 24 Hours a Day 
Fly 
Home. 







• Pittsburgh · from $49 
• Minn./St. Paul from $59 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth from $69 
• Atlanta from $79 
• Denver from $79 
• Myrtle Beach from $99 
• Restrictions apply. Prices do not Include $2.25 per segment FET. 28-day 
advance purchase required . Fares are non-refundable. Blackout dates 
apply. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights. Prices 
are subject to change and do not Include PFC 's of up to $12 round trip . 
More circuitous routings will require additional per segment charges. 
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The Columbia Chronicle is looking for a .; ~ , {: 
COP'/ SO/TORS & ASSISTANT EDITORS I f } 
for the Spring ~oo semester! 
Students interested in this position must be in good academic standing, enrolled 
in at least 12 credit hours in the Spring semester and should be taking or have 
taken the core courses in Journalism. Knowledge of Windows '98, Windows NT, 
word processing, Photoshop and QuarkXPress is a plus, but not required. 
If you're a dedicated, hard-working student who doesn't mind working long hours 
for some extra cash to put into your pockets, call Chris at 312-344-7342 to set 
up an interview and/or to answer any questions you may have. 
Please bring a resume and samples of your work to your interview. 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
RECEIVED 
DEC 13 1999 
t:uLUbf.BJA 
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Advertising, e-commerce, 
m arketing, public re lations-
exciting and interest ing fields, 
bu t how do you get in to them? 
Stuart's master's degree 1n Marketing 
Communication can teach you the kind of 
skills that corporations, advertising agencies, 
and marketing firms seek. You w ill learn how 
the tools in the communication profession are inte-
grated into an effective, overall marketing strategy. Faculty members 
drawn from the profession will guide you through each of the courses. 
The program consists of 14 courses offered year-round on the quarter 
system. Students can specia lize in e-commerce or communications 
management. Courses meet one evening a week for 11 weeks at 
liT's Downtown Chicago Campus Full- or part-time enrollment. Full-
time students can complete the program in as few as 15 months. 
Internships are available. 
For further information 
Dr. John Tarini, degrees@stuart.iit.edu, 312.906.6535. 
Stuart 
G RA DU AT E SCHOOL OF BU S INE SS 
Illinois I n stitu te of Technology 
565 W.' Adains St.. Chicago, Illinois 60661-3691 www.stuart.iit.edu 
Mark Your Calendars! 
The gth annual Student/ Alumni 
Career Conference is coming .... 
Saturday, J anuary 29th 
10:00 am - 1:00 pm 
o enjoy a delicious brunch 
o interact with Columbia alumni in your field 
o hear an important keynote address 
Watch for details coming soon! 
The Career Planning & Placement Office 
Columbia College Chicago 
EDITORIAL 
New system may not be a plus 
Apparently, Columbia has been considering add ing 
pluses and minuses to grades in order to accurately repre-
sent the student's work and to motivate them. 
The idea was introduced to the Academic Affairs 
Committee on the premise that it is not fa ir fo r a student 
who is trying hard to receive the same grade as the student 
who is barely sl id ing by. That premise is absolutely cor-
rect; it's not fair. That's where the A, B. C, D and F system 
comes into play. In theory, the student who works hard 
receives A's. those who don't receive F's. Unfortunately 
that is not always the case. A student can try unt il they 're 
blue in the face, but if they don't have the intellectual abi l-
ity or the talent, they won't make the grade- that is not 
fa ir. 
If this process is primarily about making the grading 
more fair. then the Academic Affairs Committee should 
reevaluate it. Striving for fairness is noble. but the grading 
system is already that. If you work hard and get an A, you 
should be ab le to revel in the glory or an A. not an A-. It is 
impossib le to be fair to everyone. The current grading sys-
tem does a fine job. If there are large discrepancies 
between the work of one student and that of another, they 
can receive different letter grades. If their work is at a sim-
ilar level, then they receive the same grades. 
Absolute fa irness is unobtainable, and receiv ing a plus 
or minus next to the letter grade does not make it anymore 
fa ir. The other two reasons for the pluses and minuses were 
accurate representation and motivation. The grades are 
already accurate, and if students are not motivated by let-
ter grades, then why would they be motivated by pluses 
and minuses? 
What about the adage, " If it ain't broke, don't fix it?" 
The grading system is working fine, but there are other 
areas of Columbia that are not. Why isn 't the long, ten-
dious registration process fixed. What about the safety of 
the school with plans pending for an SRO across the street 
from the Wabash bui lding? Who authorizes the credit card 
representatives to prey on students outside every bui lding? 
These are real issues that need to be addressed. It is 
disappointing to see the school focusing on an issue of 
such little importance. It is a waste or the precious ti me 
that could be used to better our school. 
From the Chronicle Mailbag 
ed o @ c c c h on c e c om 
Dear Chronicle, ~.t' .~-" For~nt thl;d '~eek in a row, you've stuck a knife in my 
gut and given it a t\\ ist. To begin with the latest cruelty, 
B ill~ O'Keefe's disparagement of the \\'TO protests in 
Seattle dro'e me to "rite this letter. He considers himself 
reasonabl~ informql but by. 'vhat ditena I cannot guess. 13y 
first-person aocounts I've h~rd and the' non-corporate 
media 1';·~ follo\\ed. the proteSts' seem to me to have suc-
ceeded (..•ell bC~'ond expectations. if not to e'er: one's satis-
fac tion. The World Trade Organization's meet ings were 
shut down for a day and thei r agenda was derai led, as can 
be gathered from even the mainstream press. 
In Chicago, in other U.S. cities, and in other countries, 
smaller demonstrations echoed the effort in Seatt le. My 
friends and I here found ourselves queried about the WTO 
by our bosses, coworkers, and families. The "complete fa il-
ure" O'Keefe saw could only have appeared in the media 
that fai led to cover local protests or treat criticisms of the 
WTO in depth. 
His criticism of protestors supposed failure to tell "peo-
ple what's going on" and claim that "this stupid newspa-
per ... is published" for that reason drives the knife even 
deeper. The organi7..ations and people in Seattle that I'm 
familiar with "ork year-round to inform people about the 
WTO. Last week they meant to do more. to instead SHUT 
IT DOWN. I also tr:· to talk to people about issues that I 
feel strongly about. In that effon, I've found that the 
EDITOON 
Chronicle does not, in fact, let students know what's going 
on. 
Two weeks ago I tried to respond to an editorial about 
an SRO proposed for Wabash Avenue. I e-mailed and faxed 
a letter pointing out some aspects ignored by the piece, 
such as the 80 percent plus reduction in affordable housing 
in the South Loop since 1961 . My letter was not published. 
The folio" ing two weeks. the Chronicle, in its coverage of' 
the Universitv of Wisconsin case. failed to mention the 
financial backing of' the suit and the students by right-wing 
organizations. Such omissions, as well as the absence of 
coverage of Columbia students working for the release of 
political prisoners, the closing of the School of the 
Americas, or against pol ice brutal ity, almost made me give 
up on the Chronicle as a forum for critical discourse. 
O'Keefe's column, however, forced me to ask, one last 
ti me, how this newspaper can inform students. 
Wi ll ample space be guaranteed fo r letters such as this 
one? Will students not studying journalism be allowed to 
write articles? Can we expect anything more than shoddy 
reponing, uninformed opinions, bad movie reviews, and 
huge ads? In Seattle, activists sutTered violence (initiated 
by police, b) the \\ay) in order to have their say. 
Columbia students face a wall of silence as their con-
cerns and opinions fail to penetrate their school's newspa-
SEE MAILBAG , P AGE 7 
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E d I t o I a I Policies o f t h e Columbia 
I R.I.P., you goofy 
1 decade! 
Y es, it's that time of year again when we bid farewell to what we know as 1999. Don't worry- you won't see nary a mention of that 
God awful overly-abused word that begins with an M, 
and rhymes with selenium. Nope- not in this column. 
Instead, I'm out to attack the whole 1990s. You 
know why? Because never has 
there been a time of more over-
ly-politically correct people 
then there has been in these past 
I 0 years. It's gotten out of 
hand. 
Take my ' Iii cousin Hayley 
(who has the misfortune of li v-
ing in Kentucky). She experi-
enced the wrath of the don't-
look-a t-me- fu nny-causc-1-
have-a-good-lawyer decade a 
VALERIE DANNER few weeks ago. Apparently 
COPY EDITOR three years ago, Hayley, who 
now is just 7 years old, was on 
a vacation and was visit ing 
grave sites of famous deceased people, like Buffa lo 
Bill. At the time, Hayley's 4-year-old bra in was fasc i-
nated by it. On the headstone, she noticed the initials 
"R. I. P." inscribed. So when she asked her father what 
those letters stood for, he told her that they simply 
mean rest in peace. She was enthralled by the idea of 
someone "resting" in the ground; she didn ' t realize the 
resting souls were actually dead. It was something that 
stuck with her three years later. 
It just so happened last month that one of the teach-
ers at Hayley's school fell ill and had been hospitalized. 
The class was instructed to make a card for the teacher 
so that they could be delivered to the hospital room. 
Well, Hayley meant well. She decorated the card with 
a very heart felt message on the front. But on the inside, 
was a big headstone, with that acronym that had made 
such an impression on her just a few years ago- R.I.P. 
It was an innocent misunderstanding. Hayley didn' t 
do it on purpose- she wanted her sick teacher to do just 
that- get some rest and have a little peace, like the peo-
ple who were "sleeping'' underground that she had vis-
ited. 
A h. but as been true with much of this decade, lit-
tle incidents explode into big catastrophes and sudden-
ly innocent blunders become monstrous calamit ies. 
And this R.I.P. situation is no exception. 
The teachers at Hayley's school were outraged, and 
treated the act as if it was maliciously done and as if her 
little first grade head was about to spin around and start 
spewing pea soup. They fai led to see what it really 
was- an innocent mistake by a student who had never 
even been in trouble before until this all took place. 
They also overlooked the fact that the whole situation 
was, well. kinda funny. The fact is that the error was 
caught before the sick teacher even saw Hayley's card, 
so really there was no damage done. Except to Hayley. 
Of course, she was punished. She was called into 
the. principal's office (which is major distress when 
you' re seven). Her parents were called into school to 
discuss Hayley's thoughtless behavior. The bottom line 
is that she was put through a ll this unnecessary turmoil 
when all that was needed was an explanation along the 
lines of. "Hayley. R.I..P. is only used fo r people when 
they arc dead; you're teacher is sick, but she's alive and 
kicking. so it is inappropriate to say that to her." Period. 
No fami ly discussions. No meetings in the principal's 
oflice. 
The odd thing is that such goofY instances· don' t 
seem to faze people anymore. They have gotten used to 
the dumbing down of our society. Just last week. a 
friend of mine who lives in upstate cw York was 
tell ing me that her local high school has just adopted a 
"Swearing l'olicy." Basically, if any student is heard 
muttering a "bad" word, they are subject to a detention. 
This just amazes me. In a day when kids come to 
school packing heat and making bombs in their bed-
rooms has become an extracurricular activity fo r some, 
somehow letting the f-word (gasp!) slip out while pass-
ing through the halls, hardly seems re levant. The 
administrators making up this rule need to spend more 
time getting in touch with thei r student bodies and their 
real concerns. rather than focusing on the unsolvable 
problem of profanity. 
So come Dec. 31 when Dick Clark is getting rend)' 
to drop thm big old bull to ring in the new year, I um 
hoping thnt perhaps we can suy R.I.P. to this overly-
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A helping hand, a lasting memory 
ALANTRUBOW 
Guest Columnist 
I would like to meet every person in the world. Why? 
Because I believe every person in this world has the abil-
ity to teach me something that I would never have known 
without meeting that person. 
while he ordered were very degrading. 
O.J. received his food, thanked me, and headed back 
out to the street. I was about to s it down at a table when I 
decided that I didn't want to eat alone. I headed outside to 
see if I could persuade O.J. to eat with me. 
Upon opening the door, I froze for the second time that 
day--not because it was the coldest day we'd had this fall, 
but because of the sight in front of me. O.J . had given half 
of his meal to another homeless man sitting outside. 
. The holiday season is upon us. Once again, everybody 
will be asking you to give this and donate that. I want to 
challenge Columbia students this semester, not only to 
give but to make it personal. So often we give to the 
Salvation Army or drop a dollar in those red buckets, and 
while those are great things to do, they lack mean ing. 
Sometimes the people you least expect will teach you 
life's greatest lessons. This was the case the other day 
when I had the privilege of meeting a man named O.J. 
Instead, I'm asking you to personally take someone out 
and buy him or her a meal. Si t down and talk with them 
for a while. 
I met the 42-year-old man while going to get a bite to 
eat between classes last Tuesday. He opened the door to 
the fast-food joint for me. 
O.J . wore black jeans, although it appeared that they 
used to be blue. Besides looking like he hadn't had R.E.M. 
sleep in days, his torn leather jacket was begging to be 
cremated. 
I couldn't th ink of anything to say, so I said, "I buy you 
a meal and you're not even going to eat with me?" 
So the three of us sat down, ate, and ta lked for the next 
45 minutes. We talked about everything from rap music to 
Bill and Monica (O.J. thinks the president is just a typical 
horny man). 
As I watched O.J. fini sh off his meal, I rea lized that I 
hadn't touched mine. I couldn't eat. I am embarrassed to 
say it, but the sight of my new friends' dirty hands didn't 
make the food look too appealing. 
All I'm asking you to do this holiday season is make a 
memory for yourself. Not only will you make someone 
else's day, you'll also walk away with a smile on your face. 
You might even learn something about life. All of us can 
come up with a mill ion excuses why we cannot go out of 
our way. I'm asking you to be sel fish and do this. I'm bet-
ting you' ll come away with more than you ever imagined. 
We made eye contact. He hadn't said anything yet. He 
didn't need to. I knew what he wanted. 
He asked. 
I declined. 
But before I was five steps past this homeless man, I 
froze, backed up and asked O.J. to come inside. To this 
day I don't know why I froze, but I'm glad I did because 
O.J. ended up teaching me more than any class that day. 
I asked O.J. if he wanted to polish off my meal. To my 
surprise, before digging in, he asked the other man, whose 
name I cannot remember, if he wanted it. 
Here was this man, a man who had told me that on 
same days it was dimcultto get food, constantly trying to 
he lp others. While I was happy with the events taking 
place before me, I was also ashamed -- ashamed at how 
many times I have had the opportunity to help someone 
out and didn't. 
There are so many people around the South Loop area 
liv ing on the streets. We have the ability to help these peo-
ple, and not just during the holiday season. I am interest-
ed in starting a group at Columbia that is committed to 
helping people living on the streets. If you are interested 
in participating in something li ke this o r have ideas on 
how to get this started, please e-mai l me at alan-
town88@hotmail.com 
We approached the counter and I told O.J. to get what 
he wanted. He ordered a polish sausage, fries and a Coke. 
The tone of voice and looks the employees were giving 
As for O.J., I'd like to thank him for teaching me a lit-
tle more about life and what it means to be a human being. 
Because of him, I will be having dinne r with many new 
people in the next few weeks. 
Why I love the CTA, and why it loves me too ~ailba-_ 
AMY WAGNER 
Guest Columnist 
I' ll admit it.,l love riding the CTA. It's public transportation. 
When you are driving a car you're alone, you're not surround-
ed by freaks. OK, not everyone on the CTA is a freak. But any-
o ne who's ever ridden public transportation has to admit 
they've had a bizarre experience-at least one. 
Sure, people who drjve cars behold witless things also. We 
hear all about road rage. ·who gets road rage riding on a bus? 
There are gruesome car crashes that slow tramc for mi les. 
When you finally get to the accident, there's nothing but a few 
omcial-looking people and some broken glass. "I waited 25 
minutes for this?" you might think. "I could have been home by 
now." Plus, how many times can you see the person in the car 
next to you picking their nose and find it funny. At some po int 
it'sjust gross. 
I digress. Cars are faster than s tanding around on a street 
corner for a ha lf an hour waiting for a bus. Ever tried running 
for the train up stairs dodging people coming down those same 
stairs? Makes you feel like Frogger. 
Riding one evening on a slightly crowded No. 66 Chicago 
Avenue bus, my friend and I experienced the worst case of 
rudeness ever on the CTA. A young teenage girl was sitting 
sideways in a s ingle seat talking to her friends directly across 
the a is le. We took our places stand ing on either side of her 
c lutching the cold metal poles that maintained our equilibrium. 
Since we weren't concerned with her conversation, we weren' t 
paying much attention to her. Noting her hand waving us away, 
we realized she was telling us not to stand in front of her. She 
didn't like that we were standing on top of her, announcing 
loudly that she needed her space. Well, there wasn't really any-
where else to move to. My friend told her that. She didn't care. 
She wanted us to move. Her friends were giggl ing across the 
aisle, maybe out of embarrassment. 
Seats opened up. We sat down . As the bus trudged toward 
Michigan Avenue, more bodies filled it. Hearing a raised voice 
across the aisle, we knew it was this girl again. Now, she was 
arguing with the man in front of her. He was defending the 
rights of the standing passengers. She still didn' t care . She must 
have thought she was on her own private bus. We were mere 
peasants. 
Maybe it's just the No. 66; one more s ix and it would be the 
sign of the devil. But I have had another CTA moment on this 
bus. Going to work one night, I was waiting at a stop with two 
other women. One was standing with her empty pull cart. The 
other, was an elde rly woman sitting on the bench. I was leaning 
on the build ing behind both of them. I heard a screechy voice 
ask, "Are you going to stand there all night? I can't see the bus 
coming." The woman with the cart was apparently blocking the 
view of the old woman. 
Finally, a fter what seemed like a fortn ight, the bus arrived. 
I was behind the old woman on the steps when she said, 
"Somebody help mel" I panicked a little. That quickly d ied 
when the bus driven groaced, obviously recognizing her. 
"Nobody help her. She's fine," the bus dri ver grumbled. The 
woman continued on the bus, seeping out a seat. She honed in 
on a young Hispanic male, probably '" his early 20s. As she sat 
down next to him, she loudly proclaimed, " I haven ' t had a piece 
of a-- in 25 years!" At this point, I had l'c.,und a seat behind her 
on the bus. I could not see the face or the man. But, for the rest 
of her ride, the woman cont inued to d1scuss her dilemma. 
With these two experiences alone, how can anyone say that 
driving all the time is better? Without the CTA, such stories 
could not be told. Conversation is a dying art, " they" say. Well, 
maybe if people rode public transportation more often, th~y 
would have stories to tell. These stories would be told to gener-
ation after generation, soon arriving at urban folk lore status. 
This is not a plug for the CTA, but for the human race. 
Sitting alone in a car can get pretty boring; I used to do it. Now 
I ride the CTA and my bike. I even enjoy riding my bike more 
than ! love riding the CTA, but if you have ever ridden around 
the city on a bike, that is a story in itself. 
COtmNUED FROM PAGE 6 




Film and Video Major 
Editor's Note: 
As far as your opinions on my column go, I 
will never take issue with what you have said 
since the biggest joy I get out of writing for this 
paper is hearing from people who intelligently 
• disagree with what I have to say. That's what 
makes the joh interesting. 
The other points you bring up. howeve~ need 
to be addressed. For one thing, whether your let-
ter came through or not. it was never given to me. 
Sometimes this is due to an e-mail provider that I 
would call afour-leuer word at best; other times. 
letters fall in careless hands. In any case. it never 
has to do with a desire to silence anyone. 
rrom now on, you and eve1ybody else can 
send letters 10 chronicle@mrbilly.com. It may no! 
look as slick as our other e-mail address. but I 
can promise you that II} it II'Orks and (2) I'll 
receive everything you send there. 
And finally (and I can I stress this enough). 
talk to me. I'm a full- time swdent with several 
jobs; this paper is1; I my life. So if no one tells me 
when this or that demonstration or event is taking 
place, I can I possibly figure it out myself My 
phone number at the office is (312) 344-7256. My 
e-mail is mrbilly@mrbilly.com. Feel free to use 
either of these guys any time. 
-Billy O'Keefe, Viewpoints Editor 
Question: Who would you like to stuff your stocking this Christmas? 
WllllamGrqory 
Jlllloi'/Art History 




"Andy Warllol. He's such an amazing artist 
I'm sure he would put a Campbell Soup prtnt 
In my stocldng. • 
Daniel Mulllpn 
J•nlor/ FIIm 
"Seven of Nine. I want all the Star Trek 
goodies she can muster. • 
Nikko lonlanou 
Sealor/Photo Jo1mallalll 
"Isabella Rosallni. Her chubby tummy has 
the greatest touch." 
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At these p .. ices, it's too bad 
-.Me don't sell ca .. s. 
Maybe one doy we will sell cars, food ond everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every doy. You con save up to 40%, ond you'll get your books in 
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using o credit cord. VorsityBooks.com is 1 OO'c guoronteed secure. Try saying that about o new SUV. 
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS. 
COMPUTER JOBS 
DOUBLE 




Wlndowa NT Networki"Q 
All 6 ~Odules 
200 Hours 
S3 500 00 
MCSD 
VISUAL BASIC 5 .0 
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GET READY FOR 
E-COMMERCE 
BUSINESS 
• Web Design 
~···r~ 
40 Hour! S I .<X>O 
• C++Language 
60 HOURS S I .000 
• Java and Corba 





70 HOURS 51 ,000 00 
Oracle (DEV/2000) 
70 HOURS S 1 .000 00 
(C<wers 5 Exams ol OCP) 
Oracle DBA 
Adm•nstration. 
Back-up and Recovery 
Per1ormanco Tun.ng 
100 IIOURS $2,000 00 
• Job Placement Available. 
• Refund Polley 
If Not Completely Satisfied. 
• Tech Loans Available, 
pay as low as $30 a month. 
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Up to $23,000* 
in College Education Assistance 
1\lltlon. Books. Software. Approved Fees. Paid Back Student Loans. 
Call 
1·888·4UPS·JOB 
Access Code: 4615 




Equal Opporluntly Employer 
' UPS Earn & Learn Program gutdelines apply. College education asststance avatlable at the 
following UPS Chicagoland factlities: Hodgkins, Addison, Palattne and downtown Chtcago 
(Jefferson Street). 
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The Cider House Rules 
I he· ( :icl•·r ll•uu·w Rul(~H Th ~ ider House 
••t l1er 
lBllac]k lPa1rn 
~ECEMBER 13, 1999_______________ __ _ __ _ VITALITY ID 
EDELCOFFEY 
Staff Writer 
Snow Falling on Cedars is a classic tale of love and life and how all is unfair 
in such matters. Based on the 1995 best-selling book by David Guterson, the 
film incorporates such intangible things as how memories bind and affect all of 
our experiences, and how sometimes, things happen for no reason at all. 
Set on San Piedro, a fictional island north of Puget Sound, this is a different 
kind of love story. Snow falling on Cedars is set against the historical back-
ground of the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor and the subsequent 
Japanese-American "relocation camps." This was purportedly to prevent any 
conflict that could arise from the growing American mistrust of the Japanese. 
Ishmael Chambers (Ethan Hawke) is San Piedro's local reporter, who, apart 
from his time spent at war, has spent his whole life there. His relationship with 
,----- --------------, Hatsue Miyamoto (Youki 
Kudoh) is one that 
spans his entire life and 
their intense relationship 
is interrupted and 
destroyed by the evacu-
ation of her family to the 
relocation camps. 
The film pivots around 
several complex issues 
and unfolds in such an 
intricate manner that it is 
quite effective. The main 
action of the film is the 
mysterious death of a fisherman and the murder trial of the prime suspect 
Kazuo Miyamoto, Hatsue's husband. However, the secondary elements in the 
film are almost as strong as this primary one. 
The film is presented through a series of catalysed flashbacks and looped 
voices that ring in the viewer's ears. This is a wonderful and novel method to 
illustrate how people go through their everyday lives and how certain memo-
ries are triggered by certain events, emotions and people. The ringing voices 
essentially show how certain phrases remain with us forever and will eternally 
ring in our minds. 
The use of flashbacks is not a new or exciting method, but producer Ron 
Bass sometimes mixes characters' memo-
ries, using flashbacks within flashbacks to 
add a unique element to the film. 
A lot of the film is set in the court room 
due to the murder trial. The theme of trials 
being about more than the truth comes to 
the forefront. Kazuo Miyamoto is 
Japanese-American and a highly decorat-
ed member of the American army. The 
prosecuting lawyer tries to use elements of 
the Japanese culture against Kazuo by 
representing them as vtcious and barabar-
ic, e.g. fighting with wooden sticks. The 
judge htmself realizes that people's para-
noid mtstrust of the Japanese at the time 
may not have given Kazuo a fatr tna l. And 
so it falls to an eloquent and aging 
defense lawyer, as well as Ishmael's jour-
nalistic principals, to defend Kazuo agatnst 
both an accusation of murder and the prej-
udices of the town. 
The cinematography is astonishing, with several art shots of the sea, seaguls 
and the rain-soaked forests that are San Piedro. With a classical music 
soundtrack that is present at all the right moments in the film the technicalities 
of this movie are well-looked after. 
One of the major themes 
of the film is the arbitrary 
and unjust nature of life and 
this theme is witnessed in 
almost every character. 
Snow Falling on Cedars 
has a virtuous and humane 
tone to it, urging us to "live 
so that when this has ended 
we may look each other in 
the eye and know that we 
have acted honorably." 
The Cider House Rules 
BRIA N CAMPBELL 
Assistant Editor 
After the excellent but crazy Being John Matkovich, it is great to see a film 
that could have been made decades ago, straightforward but magnificent. 
Michael Caine and Tobey Maguire turn in excellent performances tn thts sad 
film about an orphan who is raised by the orphanage doctor, before leaving 
him behind and discovering a life of his own. 
Raised by Dr. Larch (Caine), Homer Wells (Maguire) learns all there is to 
know about delivering babies and performing illegal abortions at the orphanage 
in St. Cloud's, Maine, during World War II. Larch's orphanage gives his preg-
nant clients the choice, and 
unhappy with this moral dilem-
ma, Homer soon makes a 
choice of his own. Even though 
he has become an unofficial 
son and partner to Larch, and 
like a brother to the other 
orphans, he breaks all their 
hearts by leaving. Larch can 't 
bear to watch him go. 
When airforce pilot Wally dri-
ves up to the orphanage in his 
soft-top car with an unintentionally pregnant girlfriend Candy (Theron), Larch 
performs the operation and Homer decides to leave with the couple. "I've 
never seen a lobster, I've never even seen the ocean" Homer tells Candy, 
before we see the car disappearing into the horizon, the world Homer is about 
to see for himself. St. Cloud's is Homer's home, but he knows he has to break 
free of Larch and make decisions for himself. 
He works picking "Ocean Free" apples on Wally's fami ly's orchard, and with 
the immigrant workers, resembles Steve Martin with his family in The Jerk. He 
writes to Larch that "killing mice is as close as I want to come to playing God." 
and Dr. God in the St Cloud's is finding it hard to live without his protege 
Homer, turning to ether to 
ease the pain . 
When Wally ships out, 
Candy has nobody to turn 
to except Homer, and they 
eventually fall in love. The 
other pickers move on, and 
Candy sleeps over wtth 
Homer in the Cider House. 
where the rules are bent 
behind Wally's back. Mr 
Rose, the chief of the pick-
ers, makes Homer burn the 
rules that hang on the wall for 
the workers . This hints at the 
abortions at the orphanage, 
where a furnace is used. 
"Someone who didn't live 
here wrote those rules, we 're 
supposed to make our own 
rules. We do. every single 
day, ain 't that right Homer?" 
says Mr Rose. Both Homer 
and Mr Rose know they have 
made, and broken , their own 
rules. 
Homer rejects Larch's offer 
to make him his assistant at 
the orphanage, but when 
things take a turn for the 
worst at St Cloud's, he turns 
down the pickers' offer to 
accompany them to Florida 
and says he has to "move 
on." Moving on means real is-
ing that the kids at the 
orphanage need him like he 
needed Larch. 
Larch had asked what could 
possibly keep Homer working 
as a field hand -- the answer 
was Candy -- but as she cannot desert the recently disabled Wally, Homer's 
choice is made for him. "At least I got to see the ocean ." he says before being 
joyously greeted on his return to St. Cloud's, where he can now apply his nwn 
rules. 
After experiencing a 
different life with even 
more dilemmas, the 
prodigal son returns to 
where he was ra ised. to 
do what he is skilled tn. 
He leaves his Candy 
behind and goes back 
to home sweet home. 
Caine with his 
American/English 
accent is reborn, and 
~~~ VITALITY 
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In the November issue of 
Premiere, screenwriter 
William Goldman wrote. 
"This has been the worst 
decade in movie history." 
Goldman then goes on to 
write about the lack of 
quality movies being made 
in Hollywood today. While 
his point that the percent-
age of good films seems to 
be dropping at an alarming 







film of the 
'90s was 
released in 
its share of films that affect-
ed society, although they 
were not necessarily 
among the best films of the 
90s. Titanic was a phenom-
enon that lasted nearly until 
The Phantom Menace 
rumors were all over the 
media. The Blair Witch 
Project is still riding its mar-
keting wave into video 
stores and the twist ending 
to The Sixth Sense could 









sy on two dif-
the decade's fi rst 
year. Martin 
.. ..,.."""".i.l.lloi6.j,j,;.,. ferent occasions. 
once with a little 
of the old ultraviolence in 
Natural Bom Killers, and 
once by incriminating the 
entire U.S. government in 
J.FK., Forrest Gump, 
Terminator 2 and Thelma 
and Louise each had their 
own impact on mainstream 
society. 
Scorsese's Goodfellas has-
n't even been around for 
10 years, but is already 
regarded as an all time 
classic. Based on a true 
story, Goodfellas brought 
the gangster film back into 
American culture after a 
decade of John Hughes 
and Michael J. Fox. 
Gangsters continued to 
appear m many of the 
decade's best films such as 
The Usual Suspects and 
Quentin Tarantino's first 
two film's. Reservoir Dogs 
and Pulp F1ction. A new 
kind of gangster was also 
introduced to audiences 1n 
John Singleton's Boyz 'n 
the Hood and the Hughes 
Brother's Menace 
II Society 
Film no1r was 
another genre 
that experienced 
a reb1rth . The90's 
best fi lm makers, 
the Coen broth-
ers, have rem-
vented the genre 
with films like 
Miller's 
Schindler's List and 
Malcolm X both reminded 
Americans of important 
t1mes 1n h1story and were 
also among the best films 
of the last 10 years. 
Shawshank Redemption 
again showed that a 
Steven K1ng story can be 
made into a great mov1e 
with the right d1rector at the 
helm. We can now add 
Frank Da rabont 
- --- to the list 
6' already contain-
ing Stanley 
5' Kubrick (The 
Shining) and 
Rob Reiner 
(Stand By Me) 
Silence of the 
Lambs started 
fasc1nat1on Crossing, 
Barton W.w.IIAI.,.Iillli.WWI.ii,j,,,jl.i.ll.ill.liiill and Seven 
Fink, Fargo and The Big 
Lebowski. Often using the 
same core of actors, the 
Coen brothers have found 
a way to mix interesting 
characters, original plot-
lines and dark comedy to 
create a world of their own 
that is always a great 
escape. 
Novelists James Elroy 
and Elmore Leonard each 
had their works turned into 
noirfgangster films during 
the decade. Elroy's 
LA. Confidential was a grip-
ping story of '50s journal-
ism and hot shot cops who 
wade through the filth of 
politics and crime. Jackie 
Brown and Get Shorty, 
were all able to turn 
Leonard't gritty, lowlife 
character's into flawed lndi· 
vldualt that we can feel for. 
The &equel to Get Shorty 
bl.tMd on Leonard's book 
"8$ Cool' 11 currently in the 
kept the trend going for the 
second half of the decade. 
Robert Altman's The Player 
gave a great portrayal of 
Hollywood while The Piano 
and The English Patient 
were the two best love sto-
ries of the decade. 
Perhaps the best thing 
about the last 1 0 years was 
the crop of promising film-
makers that was introduced 
to us. American Beauty, 
Rushmore, Happiness and 
Boogie Nights are just a 
few of the best films by 
new directors from the 
'90s. Sam Mendes, Wes 
Anderson, Todd Solondz, 
and Paul Thomas 
Anderson are all up and 
coming directors that 
should have an impact on 
the next 10 years of film. 
ltc~;;;~~:-:..:------Assistant Photo Editor 
It's that time of year again-the end of it. So as the last year of the 20th 
century comes to a close, we here at Roach and Seals Reels would like 
to give our list of the best DVDs along with the best places online to visit 
for 1999 DVD purchases. 
1. Life is Beautiful. This is a wonderful movie, and would make my 
list of the 10 best films of all time. It's the story of a courageous father 
(played by Roberto Benigni) making a game out of being in a Nazi con-
.. llllillilili~liiiiiWtilllilll centration camp, to help his young son cope and survive. The DVD lets 
you view this film in it's original Italian with English subtitles, or you can watch it in dubbed 
English. It also has a theatrical trailer, TV spots·, and a featurette. 
2. Shakespeare in Love: Miramax Collector's Series. The film won the Oscar for best picture 
at last year's Academy Awards, and with good reason. It is a well-written film about how 
Shakespeare's love affair helps him to write Romeo & Juliet. The DVD not only features deleted 
scenes and TV spots, but it also has director's commentary. 
3. The Nightmare on Elm Street Collection. New Line turned this classic horror series into the 
best DVD set ever released. It even has an eighth disc made up of just extra features! As far as 
the films go, parts one and three are the best, but this is clearly the best modern horror series 
around. 
4. Go. This fast paced movie from the director of Swingers is hip, fast and funny. It was proba-
bly the most entertaining film of 1999. Its DVD features an incredible number of extra features 
including director's commentary. deleted scenes , three music videos and a making-of featurette. 
5. Gods & Monsters. This is the sad tale of fi lm director James Whale's last years. The movie 
has an incredible performance from Sir I an McKellen and an Academy Award winning screenplay . 
The DVD also has a lot to offer, including director's commentary and a documentary on Whale. 
6. Ghostbusters. This hit from the '80s was brought back to life in '99, thanks to DVD. If you 
don 't find something to like about this movie you should check your pulse-it's even better on 
DVD. It features: deleted scenes, conceptual drawings and storyboards, a 1999 star featurette 
and commentary with director Ivan Reitman and Egon himself, Harold Ramis. 
7. American History X. The best thing about this film is the amazing performance put on by 
Edward Norton. It wi ll be hard not to make him one of your favorite actors after seeing this. The 
DVD has deleted scenes, both widescreen and full screen formats, and the original theatrical trail-
er to offer. 
8. Saving Private Ryan. Finally, Steven Speilberg's WWII masterpiece has come to DVD! This 
film 1s a visual masterp1ece (thanks to former Columbia student Janusz 
Kam1nski) and perfect for any mov1e collection. The DVD is nice , as it has a 
spec1al documentary. and a spec1al message from Speilberg himself. 
Unfortunately. no director's commentary, but overall, it's still great. 
9. Edtv. Th1s f1lm was not recogmzed by anybody. Unfortunately it got lost 
1n The Truman Show 's aftermath . Th1s IS , however. a good film. It is funny 
and touch1ng . and noth1ng like J1m Carrey's mov1e. Its DVD makes it even 
better w1th D~rector Ron Howards commentary, a making-of featurette, delet-
ed scenes . outtakes and a mus1c v1deo. 
10. Pink Floyd Th e Wal l. The Wall 1s a story of a rock 'n' roll performers 
flashbacks and delus1ons Each naunted 1mage conJured up 1s another brick 
1n the wall that 1s enclos1ng h1m The whole story 1s told through the images 
on screen, and the mus1c of P1nk Floyd. Th1s 1s a very sad, yet visually 
amaz1ng mov1e. It IS a true work of art. The DVD IS something very special 
too. It features two documentanes, deleted matenal. an original prev1ew 
from 1982. an ong1nal P1nk Floyd music v1deo. and commentary 
from Roger Waters. the former P1nk Floyd member who wrote 
The Wall. 
When shopp1ng or look1ng for the latest DVD 1nfo. the best 
r
1
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place to go 1t IS on the Internet. It is first good to research what DVDs are available and what 
they have to offer. and also to research the most 1nexpens1ve places to buy them. We here at 
Roach & Seals Reels have compiled a list of sites to go to for that digital holiday gift. 
-DVDPRICESEARCH.COM. What's the first step when buy1ng a DVD online? I suggest starting 
your search at DVD PriceSearch.com. This site is wonderful if you want to find the best possible 
pnce for a DVD online. DVD Price Search looks for any DVD title, and compares the prices from 
every onl1ne DVD store together on one convenient chart. They also offer coupons and provide 
information on bargain basement deals . 
-THEDIGITALBITS.COM. With more than 1,500 hits a day, the Digital Bits handles news, 
reviews, contests and much more. DVD guru Bill Hunt and his staff fill the site with everything· 
going on in the world of this digital versatile disc. They also offer great feature stories about this 
new medium, and share their opinions on its future. The Rumor Mill, one of the most popular 
areas on the site, provides news on new DVD releases coming to a store near you. 
-DVDFILE.COM. Looking for a review on a DVD? DVDFile.com has an extensive and thorough 
library of reviews on every DVD movie made. Period. The site acts as a search engine for OVO 
reviews and connects you with other DVD sites to provide you with any review needed. Along 
with its own DVD reviews, it also provides in-depth information and interesting feature articles on 
home theater. 
-NETFLIX.COM. Tired of the hassle of return ing DVDs to Blockbuster? Looking for a better 
selection than the two small shelves they provide? Check out Netflix.com, a rental service online 
that allows you to choose from thousands of titles. Here's how it works: you select the films you 
would like to rent online and Netflix bills you when they are shipped. Your movies arrive at your 
doorstep packaged in a special prepaid envelope case so that when you're finished, your simply 
place your movies in the mailbox. The rental period begins when you receive your discs, and you 
have a full week to watch your selections, so there's no rush. Also check out Netfllx's rent-to-own 
package deals that allow you to keep DVD selections for longer periods of time. 
BUY.COM, REEL.COM, DVDEXPRESS.COM. The year 2000 Is slowly approaching, and shop-
ping on the Internet has become the norm. But for those who are still a little uncomfortable but 
want to jump into th is new venture, we suggest all the following sites. BUY.com sells televisions, 
books and DVDs. The selections Is large, and they accept all major credit cards. The Web site Is 
also easy to navigate. When looking for a bargain on a DVO, check Reel.com. They probably 
have some of the most Inexpensive DVDs on the net, and sometimes they offer free shipping and 
handling. OVDExpress was one of the first pieces online to sell OVDs. The prl~s are a bit 
steep, but the customer service and reliability rival any electronic store In the area. All of the pre-
vious Web a1te1 are alao featured t DVDPrlceSearch.com, 
i 
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The "Toys for Tots" parade produced thousands of gifts for young boys and girls around the nation. 
A Chicagoland biker shows his support for the Toys for Tots program. 
DAMA LORO/CHRONIC L.. E 
fJ PICTURE T HIS: 
Someone IS wa1t1ng for a holiday k1ss 
Ghrl<;lrn:,<; patronc; play holoday tunes Nordstrom's store at Oak Brook mall 
Volunteers meet people along the sidewalks to petition those to help those who are less fortunate. 
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JILL LOPRESTI 
Arts & Entertamment Editor 
As you all may know by now. 
the Lounge Ax . our beloved rec-
tangular tunnel of sound 1s clos-
Ing 1ts doors after 12 years Put 
* 
s1de all your moans and groans 
about the overly-sens1t1ve sound techni-
calities that once blew your eardrums 
out and the argu1ng concern over who 
the hell des1gned tne layout for that 
JOint. Just remember all the amaz1ng shows these 
gals gave us It seems that the DePaul fratboys 
and frost1es have got the1r way The Lounge Ax 
d1d not prov1de extens1ve sports coverage and 
Golf Pro tnereby lackmg amongst 1ts L1nco1n 
Avenue competitors 
It 1s a sad, sad moment for 1noependent bands 
and others that aren 't ma1nstream enough to fi ll 
capac1ty at the Metro. Aragon or Park West The 
th1ng about Lounge A x and other venues such as 
the Empty Bottle was that at on any g1ven n1ght. 
you could almost be sure that a drop in would 
consist of w1tness1ng some art1sts d1splay1ng inno-
vative and Intelligent musical performances. 
Shows dated until April have been canceled, but 
those who were lucky to check out Kranky 
MARTINA SHEEHAN 
Staff Writer 
recording artists Pan 
American, Low, and 
Sin Ropas provided a 
magnificent end of 
the year performance . 
Sin Ropas started 
the evening out with a 
sit down set, prompt-
ing the audience and 
luring them in. The 
vibe began bustling 
between beer bottles 
and vo1ces. Mid-set 
the Ax was packed. 
Pan American. the 
machme, created a 
dreamy sound scape 
complete with twisted 
snares and crackling 
beats. The minimal 
The Hideout Tavern at 1354 W. Wabansia plays host to "Chicago's Finest 
Hour," a new monthly local music showcase. The first Wednesday of every 
month, some of Chicago's most underrated musicians ta~e to the stage, per-
forming three-song acoustic sets in the most intimate of settings. 
The session's format resembles a sample tray of local music, with each band 
taking only about 15 minutes to perform two of their own songs plus a cover of 
one of the other performer's songs. The Irish inspired Drovers headlined last 
week's performance , playing for the small but enamored audience that filled 
the cozy old tavern. 
Tucked away in one of Chicago's old industrial areas, the Hideout's home-
like appearance makes it the perfect venue for "Chicago's Finest Hour." 
Owners Tim and Katie Tuten wanted to present a variety of local music acts 
without compromising the bar's original working-class feel. The venue, looking 
like a cross between an Elks Club Lodge and a dingy basement den , makes 
the event seem more like a get-together at a friend's house than a public per-
formance. The giant mounted fish lining the wood paneled walls add to the 
homey feel . as do the tightly knit groups of musicians comfortably enjoying the 
overstuffed couches. 
The Tuten's began hosting "Finest Hour" nine months ago with Tantrum 
VITALITY 
electronica. created solid transitions from ambienUtrance to 
housier beats (see Aphex Twin Ambient Works Volume 1 & 2). 
Clearly, Mark Nelson (the second master mind from the amaz-
ing band Labradford), has mastered beat-matching and fluency. 
Introduced by a love poem, Low began their long awaited 
performance. Immediately, the Low style Christmas fest ivities 
began, playing the majority of the tunes off their latest winter 
release "Christmas." 
With typical Low procedure, the set continued w1th audience requests. Mimi, 
Alan, and Zak mesmerized the crowd with their trademark angelic crescendos 
and builds. with "Over the Ocean." Regardless of the many typical Lounge Ax 
technical sound problems, Low st1ll managed to perform with finely tuned har-
monious vocals. 
Nearing the inevitable end, M1mi, three months pregnant and still standing , 
led the most precious rendition of "Blue Christmas," sad enough to pull the 
happ1est Prozac rec1p1ent out of h1s glow. The Kranky Chnstmas show over-
flowed with the holiday spirit. Running lights and sleigh bells brought the set to 
an end . The reverence of the crowd echoed through applause as Low gave 
the1r good byes to Lounge Ax. 
More than a decade ago, Sue Miller and Julia Adams, opened their doors 
and earned their proud position in Chicago's entertainment history. Low, with 
the help of Pan American and Sin Ropas, served as one of the most memo-
rable big bangs that the Lounge Ax will go out with. Farewell--you will be 
missed. 
Production's Matt Suhar. The owners feel the monthly event has helped bring 
new patrons to the bar as well as expose people to bands they may not have 
otherwise heard. The acoustic format gives even better known bands a chance 
to show a different face. "And by playing only three songs, the audience gets a 
kind of teaser," Katie Tuten said. "That's why we always announce the bands' 
upcoming shows , so people can go out and see them later." 
Other unplugged acts that night included Read Letter, Moreno and 
Woolworthy. Read Letter started the session acoustically, but then told the 
audience to imagine themselves writing a letter on a cold fall day while on the 
beach. Soon, a swirl of dark, ambient sound radiated from the keyboard for a 
spacey, dreary number that lasted more than a few minutes. Moreno then took 
over before Woolworthy performed their three melodically hummable 
unplugged songs. 
The Drovers finished off the evening with one Read Letter cover and few 
Celtic sounding tunes, including a newer song tentatively titled "I Drank Your 
Tears." When introducing this tune, The Drovers' female vocalist explained 
she was trying to have the name changed because "drinking someone's tears 
is gross." The crowd really seemed to like that one. 
Since the club began hosting "Finest Hour," featured bands have included 
local favorites such as the Baltimores, Busker Soundcheck and Local H. Next 
month's lineup for Jan. 5 features Nora O'Conner, Frisbie, Ruth Buzzy and 
Million Yen. Admission is by donation. 
Ill_ VITALITY 
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Sweet and Lowdown 
Written and Directed by Woody Allen 
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Stop by the Chronicle Office 
(Room 205 Wabash Building) 
to pick up a complimentary 
pass (admit two) to a special 
advance screening of 
"SWEET & LOWDOWN." 
The screening is scheduled for 




600 N. MICHIGAN CINEMA. 
Passes are available while supplies last on a 
first-come, first-served basis. One pass per 
person please. No purchase necessary. 
"SWEET 81. LOWDOWN'' 
opens in Chicago on 
Wednesday, December 22nd. 
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1969, COINTELPRO had so many Panther informants that no one trusted 
each other and relationships between the remaining leaders had been virtually 
severed, resulting in the fall of the Black Panther Party. 
All the small wooden folding chairs were occupied leaving little room to 
move down the narrow row. The people left standing were plastered against 
the wall and the large storefront windows were fogged. The small open space 
at 2012 W. Chicago Ave., better known as the Autonomous Zone, was filled to 
capacity Sunday night as people continuously spilled through the door to view 
a public screening of the 1989 video documentary The FBI's War on Black 
America by Denis Mueller and Deborah Ellis, commemorating the 30th 
anniversary of the assassination of Illinois Black Panther Party leaders Fred 
Hampton and Mark Clark. 
The Panthers accomplished a great amount within their five-year existence. 
They brought forth some of America's most provocative revolutionary leaders 
of contemporary times. 
The Black Panther Party was the most progressive black radical organiza-
tion that challenged America's white supremacist social structure with military 
discipline, community programs for oppressed people and the belief in "all 
power to the people." 
In 1969, on the bitter cold night of Dec. 4, Fred Hampton, chairman of the 
Illinois Black Panther Party, and Mark Clark, Peoria defense captain were shot 
to death in Hampton's apartment at 2337 W. Monroe by police officers during 
a premeditated police raid. Hampton was only 21 years old and Clark was 22. 
It took 10 years to prove that the 14-man raid--under the direction of the 
Chicago Police Department, State's Attorney Office and the FBI--assassinated 
the Black Panthers. 
Deborah Johnson, mother of Fred Hampton Jr., is continuing her struggle. In 
1991 , Fred Hampton Jr. was imprisoned. He was convicted and sentenced to 
18 years in prison for firebombing a Korean store at 63rd Street and Halsted. 
The National People's Democratic Uhuru (Freedom) Movement, of which 
Deborah Johnson is president, is fighting to free Fred Hampton Jr. and are 
accepting donations for his legal defense fund. To contact the Uhuru House, 
call 773/924-7072. 
The years before the massacre had been turbulent for the United States. It 
seemed no coincidence that the assassinations of Malcolm X, Dr. Martin 
Luther King, President John F. Kennedy and his brother Robert all occurred in 
the same decade. It was believed that the United States government was in 
direct correlation with the murders. 
The FBI's War on Black America paid homage to the historical legacy of the 
Black Panther Party with footage of their free breakfast and medical programs , 
rall ies and speeches by various Panther members such as Kwame Toure, 
Fred Hampton and Huey P. Newton. The documentary also exposed the gov-
ernment conspiracy to disseminate the Black Panthers and how they infiltrated 
the organization with a counter intelligence program (COINTELPRO). COIN-
TELPRO was a program designed to collect data on organizations the govern-
ment deemed as a threat. The program, which still exists today, resulted in the 
deaths of at least 27 Black Panther members, and the imprisonment of hun-
dreds. Various law enforcement authorities systematically raided Black 
Panther offices, medical clinics and the breakfast programs. By the end of 
A ClhurtL§ItJnnt <at§ C..atnoll tent 1tlh11e G<o>o<dlJnnt.cnlnl 
KIMBERLY A . BREHM 
Campus Editor 
It's easy to forget the true meaning of 
Christmas during the holiday season . 
The overcrowded stores, the too-soon-
played Christmas carols, and, worst of 
all , the financial debt that takes the rest 
of the year to recover from. There are 
days when all of us would like to say 
"Bah Humbug!" to it all. 
That's why all of us should take the 
time to go and see A Christmas Carol at 
the Goodman Theatre . It is a great 
reminder of what Christmas is supposed 
to be about. We all have a little bit of 
Ebenezer Scrooge in us and , like him, 
need to be reminded that Christmas is 
about kindness and the generosity of 
spirit and finances. 
A Christmas Carol is in its third decade 
of play at the Goodman, and every year 
they must have learned something, 
because it was one of the most spectac-
ular plays I have ever seen. 
My eyes were riveted to the stage from 
the beginning, when Scrooge shows Bob 
Cratchit just how cheap and cruel he can 
be, to the end, when all of the characters 
come on stage to sing a final Christmas 
carol. 
Rick Snyder plays Ebenezer Scrooge 
for the second consecutive year. He is 
so believable as his character; when 
Scrooge is mean, when he is afraid, 
when he is sad, and when he is down-
right giddy at the end as he realizes he 
still has time to make amends for his evil 
ways. Snyder does an amazing job of 
projecting the wide-range of emotions 
that Scrooge experiences during his 
magical journey on Christmas evening. 
The sets used during A Christmas 
Carol are some of the most professional 
I have even witnessed. From Scrooge's 
business to his home, all looked like 
complete, real places. I loved the way 
the sets rotated so that you could see 
Scrooge enter through h1s front door. go 
up a winding staircase, and wind up in 
his bedroom on the second floor. ' 
The various moods set during the play 
added immensely to the experience of 
watching Dickens' most-famous work 
come to life . The theater uses special 
lighting, music, and fog machines to help 
add to those moods. When Jacob 
Marley makes his first appearance, quite 
unexpectedly, children and adults alike 
jumped out of their seats. 
While some of the story of A Christmas 
Carol is downright scary, there is much 
in the play that is celebratory. Scrooge, 
as a young man, is shown dancing and 
falling in love one Christmas evening 
long ago. The Cratchits are always 
happy and joyful, even when there is not 
enough food on the table for everyone to 
eat. The Cratchits are the epitome of the 
lesson that it's not what you have, but 
whom you have, that counts in life . 
The entire cast is very multi-cultural 
and diverse. Families are acted out with 
all sorts of different races and ages. It 
makes for very interesting viewing. In 
fact, the Ghost of Christmas Past is very 
different frorn most actors; he is deaf. 
He uses sign language, with a voice-
over from off-stage, to convey his words. 
At the end of the play, when the entire 
cast comes out to sing Christmas carols, 
the last song is also signed . It is an 
emotional moment for all those watching 
in the audience. 
A Christmas Carol is such a great play 
that seeing it will become a Christmas 
tradition in my family. My children and I 
were totally enthralled with the heart-
warming tale and I know every year they 
will understand more 





































THE EX @ Empty Bottle 
TOM JONES @ House of Blues 
FREEDY JOHNSTON @ Schubas 
GENE LOVES JEZEBEL @ Empty Bottle 
NEIL DIAMOND @ United Center 
SMITHEREENS @ House of Blues 
LUKE SLATER @ Crobar the Nightclub 
SILKWORM, SIXTO, .22 @ lounge Ax 
GREY EYE GLANCES @ Schubas 
LOCAL H, CUPCAKES, SILVERADO @ Metro 
PHARAOAHE MONCHE with EXECUTIONERS, 
ROB SWIFT, TOTAL ECLIPSE @ House of Blues 
JANE OLIVOR @ Park West 
TRANS SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA @ Riviera 
TEMPTATIONS, MARTHA REEVES & THE 
VANDELLAS, MARVELETTES @ Star Plaza 
BARENAKED LADIES, PAULA COLE BAND 
@ Chicago Theatre 
U.S. MAPLE, MARK ROBINSON, RICHARD 
BALUYUT @ Empty Bottle 
BLUE MEANIES, APOCALYPSE HOBOKEN, 
ALKALINE TRIO, MARY TYLER MORPHIN/E 
@Metro 
TED NUGENT@ House of Blues 
@Star Plaza 
RUBBEROOM, ATMOSPHERE, PRIMERIDIAN 
@ Double Door 
POl DOG PONDERING @ Metro 
ANDREA MARCOVICCI @ Symphony Center 
ANDREW BIRO'S BOWL OF FIRE, KEVIN 
O'DONNEll'S QUALITY SIX @ Schubas 
DEF LIPPARD, DOKKEN @Allstate Arena 
FREDDY JONES BAND @the Vic 
SPLIT LIP RAYFIELD, PARLAY @ lounge Ax 
WACO BROTHERS, ROBBIE FULKS, ANNA 
FERMIN'S TRIGGER GOSPEL @ FiUGerald's 
WSLCO, STEVE EARLE & THE DUKES 
@Riviera 
BoDEANS, MATTHEW SWEET@ Navy Pier 
TRANS AM, GOLDEN @ Empty Bottle 
OAK RIDGE BOYS @ Star Plaza 
COLLECTIVE SOUL, 10,000 MANIACS 
@ House of Blues 
BUDDY GUY @ Buddy Guy's Legends 
FLYING LUTTENBACHERS, CHEER-ACCIDENT, 
WOlf EYES @ Lounge Ax 
HELLSHOCK. CLOCKBOX @ Metro 
~ V""r~.J/" Tf.l 
11m VITALITY 
Purgatory 
t;;OO I ,l: ~ R33M!1030 
DECEMBER 13, 1999 
by Mark Stern 
DECEMBER 1 3 , 1 999 
STOP BY THE CHRO LE 
OFFICE (ROOM 205 WABASH 
BUILDING) TO PICK UP A 
COMPLIMENTARY PASS 
(ADMIT TWO) TO A SPECIAL 
ADVANCE SCREENING OF 
"ALL ABOUT MY MOTHER." 
The screening is 
scheduled for 7:30pm on 
Tuesday, December 21st at 
the Loews Cineplex 
PIPER'S ALLEY THEATRE. 
Passes are available while supplies last on a 
first-come, first-served basis. One pass per 
person please. No purchase necessary. 




THE PIPER'S ALLE 
THEATRE. 
VITALITY 
WINNER Best Director 1999 Cannes Film Festival 
WINNER BEST PICTURE· BEST ACTRESS Cecilia Roth· BEST DIRECTOR 
1999 European Film Awards 
"MARVELOUS! 
ALMODOVAR'S BEST FILM BY FAR!" 
- Janet Maslin, THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"**** (HIGHEST RATING) A GUARANTEED CROWD PLEASER!" 
- Jami Bernard , NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 
"**** (HIGHEST RATING) AN ABSOLUTE MUST-SEE!" 
- Lou Lumenick, NEW YORK POST 
"**** (HIGHEST RATING) AFFECTIONATELY HILARIOUS! 
-John Anderson, NEWSDAY 
"****" "****" (HIGHEST RATING) (H IGHEST RATING) Michael Wilmington, CHICAGO TRI BU NE -laurence Chollet, BERGEN RECORD 
0 
U.S. ~ ol Tronopoo1allou 
-'et 6 the Keys 
Aaron Borunda 
Killed by a dn111l1 dri ver 
0 11 Sepwnbcr 3, 1994, 
0 11 Hwllsvi lle- Browllsferry Rd. 
in Athens, Alabama. 
friends don't let friends drive drunk 
VISIT CHICAGO'S HOTTEST NEW NIGHT ClUBS THIS 
.................. ~--:-_ ... T Break! 
111t1*. Dlnl:e & EIISUshll 
--20001111: 
312.40932a 
... _. ........ Pdll: 
312.15UJ322 
......... lltMICIIICIIII 
CMcago's Newest Hot Sllad 
--280011111: 
312.391.0580 





Purchase tickets on 
the same day of the 
performance for 825. 
Must present student 10 at the 
box office. Only one ticket can be 
purchased per 10. Box oflice is 
open Mon-Sat Sam-1 Opm 
and Sun 12-7pm 
ACROSS 
1 'Coming of Age 
in " 
6 Sets ol cards 
11 E -mall period 
14 Warning signal 
15 Exclusively 
16 Ready when you 
- ' 17 Yellow-breaS19d 
songbird 
19 Styron's Turner 
20 Tool for many 
nuts 
22 Move steatthlly 
25 Fred's dancing 
sister 
26 Loafed (about) 
27 Disseminator 
31 Neighbor of 
V!elnam 
32 Gallirule 
33 Psychic's letters 
34 Excess 
35 Pi follower 
38 Very beginnings 








52 Audio IDs 
56 "Malcolm x· 
director 
57 German rndustnal 
city 
58 Lucy's landlady 
59 Annex 
60 Mrr.mum 
61 Put off 
DOWN 
1 Doh 
2 Clay, today 
3 Checkers, c g 
4 Electra's brother 
5 "The HandmaKfs 
Tale" author 
6 Nrghnrme 
7 Rrver of Hambvrg 
8 Gun ma-<er 
9 RecogniZed 
10 c-ealeS a lagged 
edge 
11 Actress Blythe 
12 Novel by 50, 
"Lady _ · 
13 Restrain•ng 
rope 
18 Sleeve card 
21 Adam's garden 
22 Mosaic prece 
23 Lupono and 
Tarbell 
24 Drop heavtly 
27 Parnful spots 
28 Thcket 
29 Where van Gogh 
pa nted hke mad 
30 Lrke so 
32 Oscar-wrnner ol 
1936 
34 [ levatoon 
s-:andard 
35 Horse color 
36 Dock worl<er 
37 Meal scraps 
38 Show teeth 
39 Ge: back 
together 
40 Huns' reader 
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43 Buoy eo up? 





50 Ma led 
53 Org ol FlaMes 
!Y1 Dnnk lor two? 
55 Stallone. casually 
Do .. 't ... ait .... til it 
loappfl .. f to you. 
PYevfl .. ti- a-1 
pr-otectio ... aYfl -ty a 
ploo .. fl call a ... ay. 
., .... .....,..........,** ....... 
•Mde ............. - ..... ... 
•UolbiiWpo.wutts ................ ....... 
..... --
• ._ ·' 2.000.000X....a.Uolo (SIRJ) ., ..... 
Ofccnslo c..,.._ (OC) tn. SUPEIIOT,.,... 
•lll""""""'aodlllt4bypalla 
•UIImlolold)t ...... -lor.,. 
•Wliylocl: ... ,__ 
•llaldple .... lor-..,.-
•fUl .... .-l .... llllaW 
• 2 y.'......, · C10 lit laMd..,... 
HOME FOGGER 
• ,.... ......... taoponrfy bllods a1alall 
• l.otJtr siR-U1bt< aod .,..ads r.so.r 
•.W...JOU"IIItlloH" wtlllo-.clordlopolctiDin'to!! 
• ·--C.... 2.000.000Smrillt a... Ualls (Sil1J) IIIII -.I 
01ooros~o c.- <OCJ ~ .. sum aar P'1'P"' 
• fBI """"""'oad aaod by po1ct 
• IJkmlold d)< ...... -lor.,. 
• Wliy loci: bdps "'"""-
•lluldplosbou lor COOIIouous~ 
•rRU iilt<lmerdlllsf ....S ill l crillt 
' 2JW WirTIIIIJ · CIII bt ltSied..,U... 
HOMEI PER!iOI\JAL ALARM 
• Swtles crimlnll ond lllows J0U lim< 10 put J0U1 plln III ICIIon 
• tlOdBtar·pl<tdn& lllrm !CtamswbenlhtSIIe'J b...., 
• Crul for~"- ..,lkm. nip Wlikm 
• Ptrl«t lor socurincwlndoos •nd door> 
• wl~ .noc~ru 10 """' 10 no1o1 lhdt 





CPS/AIIright Parking seeks valet parking drivers, cashiers and 
maintenance personnel for various locations throughout the 
Loop. Driving applicant must possess a valid Illinois Driver's 
License and must be able to drive stick shift. Flexible schedules. 
Good customer service ski lls a definite plus for all positions. Free 
parking downtown. Applicants accepted at 401 N. State Street 
(State/Kinzie/Wabash Self Park) between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
GO ON THE ROAD WITH 
TRENT GRAPHICS! 
Our poster sales are popular fundraising events on college cam-
Healthy Women Needed to be donors. Healthy women 33 and 
under with a history of previous pregnancy needed to serve as 
anonymous egg donors. Donors will be evaluated, take medica-
tion and undergo a minor surgical procedure. If you are interest-
ed call ARR 773-327-7315 
Ow n a Computer? Put it to work! $25-$75/hr PTIFT 1-888-310-
6672 
http://www. getting-rich. com 
29 People Wanted 
puses. We need managers to help us run our seasonal events Classlfleds are an easy way to 
through the month of January. Great Job for Winter Break! Salary advertise. Just c•ll our Ad Manager, Chris Richert, •nd tllllc 
plus Bonus - Training & Paid expenses. to him to find out just how easy It Is// 
Find us online •t: 
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COLLEGE WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 
By Chris "Kringle" Roach & Rob "Prancer & Dancer" Hart 
Aries (March 21-Apri/19) . You better not pout. You better 
not cry. You better watch out, we're telling you why. Because 
Santa Claus is coming to town with a vengeance. Don't 
believe in Santa Claus huh? We bet you believe in a sharp 
blade stuck deep into you chest. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Despite Taco Bell's cute holi-
day decorations, we would stay away, unless yo~ want a 
silent but deadly night. Go to McDonald's instead, as Happy 
Meal toys make great stocking stutters. Then head over to 
KFC for your holiday dinner. There is a secret ingredient for 
every day of Christmas. He's the colonel; he can do that! 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). You have about as good of 
chance of getting what you want for Christmas as ~ichael 
Keaton had of relaunching his career with Jack Fro~t. Don't 
fret though, just because it's a dog-eat-dog world dqesn't 
mean you can't return that milkbone underwear. In fact, you 
can probably exchange it for mistletoe speedos. 
Cancer (June 22-Ju/y 22). Rudolph isn't the only one with 
a red nose this Christmas, you little alcoholic you. The only 
difference is Rudolph was left out of the reindeer games, you 
will win many fun activities including "last one to make an ass 
out of himself and puke is a rotten egg." 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Get an alarm for your chimney 
immediately. Do you really want a bearded fat man who 
spends the whole year in isolation with midget is coming into 
your house? And you thought the Nike sweat shops were 
bad! 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Give up your love sick pursuit of 
Santa. The only thing he plans on going down is a chimney. 
However, we're sure one of the elves would be happy to stuff 
your stocking. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). We've talked to the Ghost of 
Christmas Future, and there will be no bah humpin' for you 
this holiday. We guess "Tiny Tim" will just have to spend 
another year having his hands keep him warm. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Christmas morning is going to 
be one of the most memorable moments of your life this year. 
Sad when you really think about it. Going to mass Saturday 
night isn't going to buy back your soul, unless you go on 
Easter also. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). This Christmas, it's a 
wonderful life! On cable we mean, your life remains crap. To 
avoid feeling depressed, go to some cheap motel and watch 
a dirty movie. Perhaps Adult Toy Story, featuring Buzz from a 
light Beer & Stiffy. 
Holiday 
Horrorscopes 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). This holiday season you 
will discover the true meaning of the holidays. It's such a 
misfortune that it will be sold out in every store. Since you 
wi ll be so disappointed that you let both your family and kids 
down by spending your Christmas bonus on the Tickle Me 
Elmo that was popular, like so two years ago. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). We like bunnies; they go 
hop. Unless you're talking about the Easter bunny. He 
doesn't do anything anymore, as he was killed on Santa's 
bloody rampage. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). My favorite G.l. Joe was 
always Snow Job. He had skis and a red beard. I used to 
play with his action figure every Christmas. It's only now in 
college that I get the sexual implications of his name. Of 
course when we're young we never think of those things, like 
what a tight little package He-Man had. By the power of 
Grayskull! 
If You're Ha ving a Birthda y This Week .•• 
Dec. 13: Monday the 13th, watch out for Jasonl 
Dec. 14: If it's really your birthday, then how come we were born on March 
7th? 
Dec. 15: We don't care if you're a year older. Show off. 
Dec. 16: Look out! It's Santa Clausl Run for your life! 
Dec. 17: If you let that stupid grinch in to your party you will be sorry. 
Dec. 18: Put off your birthday a few days; how bout observing it a week late. 
We guarantee that family will come with all kinds of presents. 
Dec. 19: The first present that you might want to open is the big colorful one 
that ticks like a watch . •· 
If You're Not Having a Birthday This Week ••• 
You will never have a birthday again, as Y2K will destroy us all. Run, RUN! 
Rob and Chris explain in further detail. Call 312-344-7732 and pay only 
$19.95 (New Holiday Special) per ca.ll; they would be happy to tell you when 
Jesus was really born! 
© 1999 CHRONICLE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. 
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Turkey, Wild Rice, Cranberries, Apples, Walnuts, Green Onions 
Soups Monday- Uegetable Beef 
Tuesday- Cream of Mushroom 
Wednesday-Chicken Gumbo 
Thursday -Cheddar Uegetable 
Monday through Thursday 
BAM-6:30PM 
Friday ·8 AM - 3 PM 
We are located "under 
the ground" at 600 S. 
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With everything else ... there is the Columbia Chronicle Advertising Department 
phone 312.344.7432 fax 312.344.80 32 
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Trecroci 
COtmNUED FROM BACK PAGE 
"People's Elbow" on Triple H, Michaels swung a 
swift kick under The Rock 's chin and gave Triple H the 
win. 
From all ir,dications, it looked like Michaels was going 
to return to the ring in some fashion, since injuries have 
kept him o ut of the ring for a year and half, but it didn't 
and he hasn't been seen since . 
The biggest story of the year is a toss-up between the 
resurrection of WCW and the possible career-ending 
injury to "Stone Cold" Steve Austin. 
Over the past few weeks, the WCW has been I 00 per-
cent more entertai ning than the WWF. The comeback 
can be attributed to the hiring o f the "Creative Control" 
angle that has played out since the new brain trust came 
aboard from the WWF. 
Hoops 
COtmNUED FROM BACK PAGE 
to perform well to make up for the loss of two-time 
First-team Midwestern Collegiate forward who graduat-
ed and took with him 18.5 points a game. 
The Ramblers can be proud of a solid recruiting class 
headlined by 6'4" swingman Jerell Parker and 6'9" 
Croatian born Silvije Turkovic. 
Northwestern Wildcats 
Graduated center Evan Eschmeyer covered up many of 
Northwestern's problems last season while leading them 
to an NIT berth. 
" I d idn 't think we would make the NIT last year wi th 
three freshman starters and we did ," O'Nei ll said. "We 
probably overachieved a little bit. I don ' t care who you 
are. It is very difficult to be a freshman in th is league." 
The loss of Eschmeyer and sharpshooter Sean Wink, 
who left the program, have forced O 'Neill to change his 
offense while the Wildcats brace for a brutal Big Ten 
schedule. "We' ll score more obviously from the perime-
ter and take more perimeter shots than we did last year," 
said the third year coach. "We have to manufacture shots 
So far, the most surprising person to make an impact 
upon his return has been Jeff Jarrett. Now that he has 
aligned himself with "The Outsiders" he has achieved 
main event status and has been drawing huge heat from 
the crowd and conducting hilari ous interviews. 
The best moment, however, was two weeks ago, with a 
three-way match thrown together between The 
Outsiders, Sid & Goldberg and Bret Hart & Chri s Benoit 
inside the steel cage. From Beno it leaping 20 feet from 
the top o f the cage and across the ring onto Hall, to 
Jarrett joining forces with The Outsiders, handcuffing 
Hart and Benoit to the cage, the match was nothing short 
of awesome. 
As far as 2000 looks, the WWF will add Taz from 
ECW, and with Austin being out, he is expected to make 
a mark immediately. Wh ile it is good to see The Big 
Show as the World Champion, he is not involved in any-
th ing, besides running after The Big Bossman in a never-
ending angle. I hope that by the time th is column 
in a different kind of offense, and we'll do that with 
motion." 
Sophomore guards Steve Lepore and David Newman 
must remain consistent for Northwestern to stay compet-
itive. Coach O'Neill thinks that by next year the 
Wildcats will be a solid program for years to come. 
Unfortunately, this year is yet to be played. 
SPORTS fjj 
appears Jericho will have won the Intercontinental 
Champion from Chyna at Armageddon and give some 
credibility back to that belt. 
The WCW meanwhile, will still be an ongoing face-lift 
that has been successful so far. With TBS's Thunder 
program expected to move to Wednesday's and the 
improvement of Nitro to decrease to two hours, the show 
will not waver like it does sometimes when it lasts for 
more than three hours. 
Also, one of the most mysterious and unique individu-
als in WCW history will reportedly return to the ring. 
Kevin Sulli van is expected to reunite the Vars ity Club 
group that was mainstay in the now-defunct UWF and 
NWA in the late-80s and early 90s before the name 
changed to WCW. The group will again consist of Rick 
Steiner, Mike Rotunda and possibly Steve "Or. Death" 
Williams. Sullivan retired from wrestling in '97 after a 
lengthy feud with Benoi t. 
Stay tuned, because Sull ivan is something to see. 
University of Illinois-Chicago Flames 
Despite finishing 7-21 and 2-12 in the Midwestern 
Colleg iate Conference last season, UJC coach Ji mmy 
Collins thinks his young team can compete with the best 
teams in the league. 
" I' m a fervor optimist," said Coll ins. "I thought we 
were going to win the conference tournament last season 
when we were 7-20. I think thi s team is going to contin-
ue to get better. This is by far one of the smartest teams 
that I have been around." 
The Flames (3-4) have been up and down so t;tr this 
season. Wi th two freshman, Joe Scott and Maurice 
Brown, getting many of the minutes in the post, incon-
sistency is to be expected according to Coach Coll ins. 
"I 've been telling these guys that they are just inches 
away from be ing pretty good," sa id Collins, now in his 
third year. "One of the things that has held us back has 
been (the lack of] a post player. Not just defensi vely, but 
offensively as well." 
The encouraging news fo r the Flames is that Brown 
and Scott seem to be starting to become more comfort-
able on the Ooor. Brown led UIC with 17 points and 14 
re bounds as one o f the few bright spots in a Tuesday 
night loss to Chicago State, and Scott had 19 points and 
I 0 rebounds during a Dec . 4 victory over St. Francis. 
That was then, this is now, Jerry Rice faces his mortality 
MATT MAtOCCO 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
On the occasion of Jerry Rice's 37th birthday his 
wife, Jackie, treated him to a v ideo tribute of sorts. 
Rice was transfixed as he sat on the couch watch ing 
some o f his best plays from a 15-year career with the 
49ers in wh ich he has broken almost every significant 
NFL receiv ing record. 
If he had been granted hi s wish, he probably would 
have become I 0 years you nger as the candles were 
being extinguished. 
" I was running down the field , bouncing like a 
deer," Rice said Wednesday. "And I caught myself 
watching the tape and saying, " Look at that, I can't 
believe that. ' And now it's not like that because of 
what's happened to me. I fee l like I have heavy legs 
and I don't have the spring in them anymore ." 
What has happened is that Rice has been plagued by 
inj uries to both knees. His caree r was remarkably 
injury-free unt il torn ligaments in his left knee virtual-
ly wiped out his 1997 season. 
The past two seasons, it has been the right knee that 
has given him problems. About the time Rice's surgi-
cally repaired knee was rounding into shape, he sus-
tained a partial tear of his pos terior cruciate ligament 
when he fell to the hard artific ial surface of the Georgia 
Dome in Atlanta last season. The injury did not require 
surgery, but Rice said the condition still bothers him. 
"If you look back and f did n't have that (first) injury, 
there's no telling where I'd be right now," Rice said. 
" But it happened and I' m dealing with it and I'm try ing 
to fight my way back. If it doesn 't get any better, then I 
know it's time (to retire)." 
When Rice watches film of himself duri ng the week, he 
said he sees a player who shows some hesitancy. It took 
a highlight film last week to refre sh his memory of what 
he looked like when he was clearly the best receiver in 
the business. 
" It was very frustrating just because of the explosion 
that I saw," he said . " I got a little envious. That's bad 
when you envy yourself." 
Now, Rice admits to also being wistful when he 
watches Minnesota second-year receiver Randy Moss, 
who wi ll line up Sunday against the 49ers. 
"I'd love to have those young legs," Rice said, laugh-
ing. 
Moss is the first player to come into the league since 
Rice with sk ills that appear to be on par with those of 
Rice in his prime. In his rooki e season, Moss put up 
numbers that rivaled anyth ing Rice accomplished. Of 
course, Rice d id it repeatedly, recording II consecutive 
I ,000-yard seasons and seven straight years of I 0 or 
more touchdown receptions. 
"If the s ituation is right for him, he's going to do a lot 
of wonderful things," Rice said. "He's going to break 
records. He's shown everybody he 's capable of making 
the big plays, but now what I really respect is I see him 
working underneath a li tt le more. That's the true mark of 
a receiver, to be able to catch the ball underneath and 
take a hit and to make plays." 
Even as Moss was catching a league-leading 17 touch-
down passes last season, Rice served notice that he was 
not going away. Rice added to his all -time record totals 
with 82 receptions and nine touchdowns. 
But this season has not been a joy for Rice, who said 
before the season it was time for him to turn the stage 
over to Terrell Owens and J .J. Stokes. Rice s till leads the 
team with 25 receptions, but his average yards per catch 
is down to a career- low II. 
Team general manager Bill Walsh suggested Rice cut 
back on his rigorous offseason conditioning program to 
save his legs. But now, Rice said, he arrives at the team's 
practice fac il ity at 6:30a. m. every day just to be ready to 
play every week. 
"I think I've worked so hard physically that I'm a little 
burnt because I'm always concentrating on that, making 
sure my quads are strong, making sure my legs are 
strong," Rice said. "i\nd it takes a toll on you. 
"And even with everything that has happened, I'm still 
work ing hard try ing to get back. i\nd if I come up short , 
I know for sure that I gave it I 00 percent and there's not 
going to be a doubt in my mind." 
Conceivably, this could be the final season for Rice 
and Steve Young, who continues to seek medical advice 
wh il e he deals with post-concussion symptoms. Rice 
said Young's s ituation has made him think about the way 
he wants to leave the game. 
" I think you want to step out of it on your own terms, 
but I know it's coming to an end ," he said. "I think a lot 
of the guys are still amazed that I can do what I do on 
the football field after being around for a long, long 
time. 
"Steve is a great athlete and a great person. To have 
something like this dec ide if he should play or if he 
should retire, that's pretty devastating." 
.• 
An inside look at the crazy wortd of 
wrestting and it's hold on America 
The year of 1999 in wrestling is com-ing to end and in 
this edition of Chair 
Shots. we will take a 
look back and g lance 
toward the futu re. 
We will forever 
remember 1999 for the 
horrific death of Owen 
Hart. On May 23 of this 
year, Hart was getting 
ready for his match at WWF's pay-per-view. 
"Over the Edge." when his in-ring entrance 
turned sour. Wrestling as the Blue Blazer, Hart 
was to "ny" into the ring; but that never hap-
pened. 
Instead, Hart plunged from the rafters of the 
Kemper Center in Kansas Ci ty, Mo. the ring, 
dying a lmost 
instantly. An 
unlawful death 
lawsuit filed by 
the Hart family is 
sti ll pending 
against the WWF. 
In addition, the 
world of wrestli ng 
also lost such col-
orful characters as 
Gorilla Monsoon. 
and "Ravishing" 
Rick Rude . With 
Y2J has made his the loss of Rude, 
impact in the WWF. f 1 f 
'------------l t~:sen~::;r:~~urs 
of working the microphone to perfection, which 
paved the road for today's stars such as The Rock 
and Chris Jericho. 
While the WWF has not yet taken advantage of 
his talents and the response that he has been 
receiving from the fans, C)lris Jericho made the 
biggest splash this year by jumping from the 
WCW. In the moment of the year so far, was 
Jericho's debut in the WWF at the AllState Arena 
in Rosemont. Before a sellout crowd on Aug. 2, 
the Y2J countdown to his debut hit zero, and out 
came Jericho to a thunderous ovation, g reeting 
the crowd to his now usual, "Raw is Jericho." 
As far as matches go, the best has to be any of 
The Rock vs. Triple H matches. But still one 
sticks out. During its first month on the UPN net-
work, Smackdown featured the main event 
between the two combatants with Shawn 
Michaels servi ng as special guest referee . 
Michaels had yet to g ive his allegiance with 
Triple H and Degeneration-X until this night. 
Afte r nearly I 0 minutes of back and forth action, 
just as The Rock was ready to slam the patented 
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jerry is going downhill N® lll®re Chr®nitle?!? 
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DePaul ready to make a statement 
Chicago St. ,Loyola, UIC and Northwestern look to rebuild this season 
G RAH AM C O U C H 
The college basketball season is now well underway, and 
the five Chicago area Division O ne basketball programs are 
all look ing to improve from last year, when not one of them 
made the NCAA Tournament. 
DePaul looks as if they are the best bet of the group for a 
NCAA bid come next march, but several other teams think 
DePaul's chances rest on Quentin 
Richardson's (#3) shoulders. 
they have a chance to surprise folks and wind up in post 
season play. 
Team-by-team, this is how it breaks down: 
Chicago State Cougars 
The Cougars (2-3) are looking to their talented senior 
backcourt to lead them. Point guard Jerrnaine "Squirt" 
Hicks is the key to the offense. His 20 points, seven assists 
and six rebounds helped Chicago State upset UIC Ia~ 
Tuesday. 
His backcourt mate, Tim Bryant, is averaging more than 
13 points per game and led the Cougars with 26 against 
UIC. Bryant thinks the I 04-57 loss to DePaul on DeC'. I in 
front of a national audience was the wake up call the team 
needed. 
"We know what we have here. It's something special," 
said Bryant. "The DePaul game happened perfectly- national 
TV. It was embarrassing. It made everybody real ize what 
they needed to do." 
The Cougars will not know exactly how good they can be 
until Darrel Johns enters the line up. Johns, a 7' I" junior 
center who transferred from Eastern Utah, will make his 
debut Dec. 18 at Utah. 
Coach Bo Ellis likes the fact that Johns' first game will be 
against a national powerhouse and does not think his pres-
ence wi ll disrupt the teams' chemistry. 
" It g ives us a so lid go-to-guy in the middle," Ellis said, 
who says Johns will start immediately. "With him being in 
there , it will make our other big guys a lot better because 
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now they have another big guy to throw around in there. 
Only time wi ll tell how good we can be ." 
However, as good as Chicago State is, it should not be 
difficult to better last season's mark of 3-24. 
DePaul Blue Dem on s 
After a heartbreaking 84-83 overtime loss to Duke, 
DePaul Coach Pat Kennedy was happy to escape with a 69-
62 wi n over lowly Monmouth last Monday night. 
Monmouth surprised the 22nd ranked Blue Demons (5-2) 
by shooting 6 1 percent from the noor in the first half 
including nine of I 5 three-pointers to take a 44-39 lead. 
Kennedy said he has never seen his team that flat before. 
"The one good thing that came out of this game is we 
didn' t get upset," Kennedy said. "You see one or two of: · , 
those games every year in college basketball early in ti;le 
season. I' m just very glad this wasn't one of them." 
Kennedy, who has restored the Blue Demons' program to 
prominence since taking over in 1997, has a team loaded 
with talent such.jlS 6'7" sophomore forward Quentin 
Richardson, 6'4" }unior guard Paul McPherson, and 6 ' 7" 
sophomore swingman Bobby Simmons. They all have a 
chance to be NBA stars. 
Richardson, 19.4 points and nine rebounds a game, says 
games this week against St. Johns and at UCLA will go a 
long way to determining what kind of team Defl'aul will be 
this season. 
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rely on its 
steady backcourt of sophomore Chris Williams and senior 
Earl Brown. 
Both are averaging over II points per game and will have 
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Jacksonville, 8:00p.m., ABC. 
Saturday-Pittsburgh at Kansas 
Coty, 11 30 a .m., CBS. San 
Francisco at Carolina, 3 15 
p.m , FOX. 
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Tues day-St. John's at DePaul, 
6:30p.m., ESPN2. 
Saturday-Kansas at Illinois, 
11 :00 a .m .. ESPN, Louisville at 
Kentucky, 3:00 p.m .. DePaul at 
UCLA, 5:00, FSC. 
Wednesd•y· Chicago at 
Indiana. 6:00 p.m .. FSC, 
Toronto at Philadelphia, 7:00 
p.m., TBS. 
Frld•y· Chlcego at 
Philadelphia, 6:00 p.m .. FSC. 
S•turdly· Orlando 1t Chicago, 
7:30 p.m., WGN. 
Sunday-Detroit at Chicago. 
noon. FOX, Buffalo at Anzona, 
71 5 p m . CSPN 
